
TELESALES ASSESSMENT

Fostering a Sales Culture That Nets Results 
Embed best practices to accelerate revenue

The TeleSales Assessment provides our clients with a high-level findings 
report including an overall score and recommendations for part of – or 
the entire – sales process.  

Identified improvement opportunities will help companies: 

TeleSales is becoming more 
complex every day:

Creating a successful sales culture means 
aligning people, process and technology. 
TeleTech has deep experience helping 
clients achieve their telesales goals.
TeleTech’s TeleSales Assessment is a one- to two-day workshop 
facilitated by a team of Inside Sales experts. Designed to assess a 
client’s internal inside sales teams, our sales strategy design and process 
consultants will evaluate the key elements that drive the success of a 
sales program including hiring, training, prospecting strategy, scripting, 
playbook, compensation, rewards and measurement. We also take a look 
at analytics capabilities and the opportunities to refine customer insight 
collection and the approach to next best action.

Refine reactive and proactive sales strategies

Develop a sales culture focused on outcomes and results

Optimize sales resources through streamlined processes and a more 
efficient approach to prospecting

Identify emerging opportunities in new channels such as chat and social

Socialize sales best practices across the sales organization

Acquire an independent, expert perspective of how to accelerate 
revenue and drive results

Emerging channels, ranging from  
chat and social to video and  
innovative email solutions means 
omnichannel orchestration must  
replace desktop unification

Increased volumes and these new channels 
make time and priority management more 
prominent issues, with little technology 
available to solve the problem

Customer expectations require that sales 
associates have different expertise including 
such soft skills such as empathy

The availability of data means sales needs 
to be more integrated than ever in terms of 
data, processes and technology

Service-to-sales and reactive selling  
remain underleveraged opportunities  
for many companies

Any business needing to improve the 
performance of their inside sales organization
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Who should take advantage of a TeleTech TeleSales Assessment? 

Companies evaluating the potential for 
outsourcing their sales model

Companies needing to solve a specific 
challenge within their TeleSales organization



Operational assessment identifies 50% reduction in AHT variances and delivers 
$10M in cost savings

The Approach
Through facilitated discussions, one-on-one interviews and a data review, our TeleSales experts assessed the operational and sales practices of 
our client’s sales team. Both gaps and best practices were recognized and quick-hit recommendations were delivered. 
 

The Challenge
A leading automotive company wanted to build out a world-class Sales Chat team to deepen customer engagement and drive sales results 
through alternative channels. The goal was to improve sales results while being more efficient in executing the sales program.

The Results
The client implemented initial quick wins, but realized that there might be a broader opportunity to outsource the program to both improve 
sales performance and execute the program more efficiently. A six-month design, deliver and transfer initiative was conducted to transition 
the chat sales efforts.  

CASE STUDY

The output of the assessment includes an 
operational scorecard along with specific 
recommendations – and likely the likely 
impact of those improvements.

ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

Schedule your Operational Assessment Workshop CEX@teletech.com


